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Now, I’d like you to deeply rethink about the most effective way to gradually learn and 

master English language as a common language of humankind on earth through 

receiving the humanitarian lessons rationally conducted by your instructor, Toshiyuki 

Namai. 

 

As for you to review the lessons carefully and systematically for the sake of building 

your English culture universally, I’d like you to calmly rethink about the most effective 

way to do it, again. I imagine that you are naturally coming to feel the reasonable and 

beautiful effectiveness of taking dictation for you to review the lessons according to the 

teaching and guidance given. 

 

As for you all for the sake of your fruitful and successful study, I’d like you to place 

yourself in the elegancy of tranquility after finishing taking dictation at all times. 
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Essentially speaking, the concept, “tranquility” stereotypically perceived simply doesn’t 

mean a state of silence at all. It is a state which you can gorgeously enjoy as an elegant 

mood of silence through imagining and feeling what is called “everlasting 

transmigration” universally. 

 

Right now, I’d like you to universally imagine that “human life is transient.” In fact, 

human life is transient judging from the immense distances of space undoubtedly. This 

is the very reality of reality no one can deny. 

 

As a matter of reality, we human beings are entitled to beautifully and rationally enjoy 

breathing through feeling a sense of transience anytime anywhere as sapient beings 

who by nature possess reason (thinking ability given) here on earth in the solar system 

in the universe. 

 

Now, I hereby lecture upon the essence of taking dictation for you all who wish to 

absolutely make a sense to do so for the sake of the crystallization of spiritual 

sophistication. 

 

Dictation itself is just a matter of your prerequisite as the rudiments of your essential 

study for the sake of building your culture now and in the future universally. What you 

quintessentially need as your desideratum is that you’ve got to be in the presence of 

such beauty of a sense of transience deriving from everlasting transmigration 

metaphysically. In order to do it, you are absolutely required to free yourself from your 

mental bondage you unconsciously have in your daily life. It goes without saying that 

you have the totally different quality of the study with or without having your mental 

bondage. 

 

Rudimentarily, it is true that no one realizes “the ultimate elegance in the profound 

usage of English language” as a common language of humankind on earth without 

feeling a sense of transience universally. 

 

The ultimate elegance what is called “the elegance of elegance” in the profound usage of 

English language is not a matter of stereotypical imitation at all. It is a matter of the 

utmost spiritual state out of immaculate delicacy deriving from a sense of transience 

universally. 
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In order to recognize and grasp the essential direction for the sake of the pursuit of the 

elegance of elegance, I’d like you to place yourself in front of a piece of candle in the 

elegant mood of tranquility in the dark. If you do so, you shall be gradually guided to 

gracefully feel “some reverberation” in your heart. 

 

Reverberation you are expected to deeply experience guided by your instructor shall be 

interpreted as “some sort of lingering sound” you delicately feel not only in your heart 

but also in your whole body. You need to be very sensitive in order to feel a lingering 

sound in the inner part of your heart deeply through listening to English spoken by him. 

 

If the words deeply reverberate in your heart and in your whole body in the process to 

listen to English spoken by him, your study would be very meaningful and successful in 

listening to the essential message included in his English rationally spoken by him. 

 

I’d like you all to enjoy experiencing graceful reverberation through feeling a sense of 

transience as a matter of everlasting transmigration for the sake of the crystallization 

of the ultimate elegance in the profound usage of a common language of humankind 

here on earth in the solar system in the universe. I Toshiyuki Namai shall give you the 

best of the best in my teaching for your intellectual and rational sake universally at any 

cost. 

 

Everything for the sake of reaching the ultimate elegance hinges upon your spiritual 

stage right now. It is not a wise idea to take action according to the aforementioned 

instruction from tomorrow. I’d like you to urgently take action from today. If you think 

that you take action from tomorrow, you will easily think that you do it tomorrow (next 

day), too. And you will continue thinking the same day after day. If you are dominated 

by this stereotyped idea most of the people have in the society, you never do anything. 

 

There is no tomorrow. Today is the best day to courageously change yourself. Nobody 

changes yourself. You are a person who changes (makes) your future. 

 

Your future has not been written yet. 


